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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Chief Anderson and Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians Recognized in Governor Bryant’s State-of-the-State Address

January 17, 2017 –(Jackson, Miss.) –Mississippi Governor Phil Bryant gave his State-of-the-State address during the third week of legislative session and also highlighted the Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians and Chief Phyliss J. Anderson in his comments. Governor Bryant’s speech outlined the three-month legislative session and also marked Mississippi’s bicentennial celebration.

“Like most nations and states, Mississippi has had trials and tribulations that cannot be forgotten or excused but, we also have a rich history that should be celebrated by us collectively. We were first inhabited by Native Americans who continue to preserve their culture. We are joined tonight by my dear friend who leads the original and first people of this state, the Chief of the noble Choctaw Tribe, Chief Phyliss Anderson,” stated Governor Bryant.

Chief Anderson, in attendance at the capitol, acknowledged the special recognition, “On behalf of the Tribe, we are honored and very much grateful for the long standing working relationships with Governor Bryant, state, and local officials. Progress depends on the ability to support and maintain a positive partnership when moving a government forward. Cooperation between our branches of government especially affects the livelihood of our tribal members and neighboring communities that border our reservation in the state. I thank Governor Bryant for his recognition and for including our works in Choctaw as part of his message today.”

###

The Mississippi Band Choctaw Indians, under the leadership of Tribal Chief Phyliss J. Anderson, has an enrolled membership of more than 10,000 people and is the only federally recognized tribe in the State of Mississippi. Headquartered in Choctaw, Miss., the Tribe has emerged as a leader in economic development. The tribe provides a range of governmental services including schools, a hospital, medical clinics, police and fire protection, courts, and a center for the elderly, among many others. Phyliss J. Anderson serves as the first female Chief in Mississippi Choctaw history.